ANZELA : SA CHAPTER

SA Chapter Committee: Tony Houey, Wendy Wills, Carmel Kerin, Daniela Cecere-Palazzo, Judy Harris, Jackie Bone-George

A major focus for the South Australian Chapter and our committee of six, is to provide professional development opportunities that are readily accessible, affordable, relevant and topical and which provide practical advice for teacher and school leaders, managers and others.

To this end, in recent times, we have organized the following seminars and workshops, all of which have been very successful and well attended:


2. Duty of care and managing risk in school activities (especially offsite) – striking the right balance. Presenter: Daniela Cecere-Palazzo, Director, Dux Lawyers, Adelaide

3. So you are a teacher – keeping yourself safe in a cyberworld. Presenters: Anne Walker, Australian Education Union Legal & Information Officer and Jackie Bone-George, lawyer and ANZELA SA Chapter Committee member.

4. Accommodating and supporting students with a disability – best practice to facilitate legal compliance and safety. Our most recent seminar, held 14 September 201. Presenter: Will Snow, Special Counsel, Finlaysons Lawyers, Adelaide

I have also supported and assisted Legalwise seminars conducted in Adelaide. Some of the presenters at Legalwise (Luke Dale and Will Snow) have generously provided a similar-themed session at SA Chapter workshops.
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